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Our tax and legal digital future

The defining technology trends

We believe there are 5 technology trends which will
define our digital future:
1. Big data – large volumes of structured and
unstructured data accessible and usable at scale
2. Process automation - robotics getting ever more
expert
3. Decision making – artificial intelligence, cognitive
computing and machine learning
4. Democratisation of knowledge – information widely
available online
5. Open networks – collaborative ecosystems of talent,
technology suppliers and revenue authorities

Our digital future

It’s hard to be precise about what digital future those trends
will create, but certain characteristics seem clear:
1. We will be more data driven leading to a much more
holistic approach at the enterprise level
2. Big data will lead to greater granularity, precision and
accuracy
3. Algorithms will become increasingly important in the way
we work - apply our expertise, knowledge and experience

4. Robots will take the strain
5. Our online experience will be more personalised and
consumed more through video, VR, NLP and online forums
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Value Proposition
TradeChain is designed by seasoned transfer pricing professionals using innovative and flexible
technologies

Designed by transfer pricing professionals for transfer
pricing professionals

Underpinned by transfer pricing policy, with a direct auditable link
between the policies and the resulting transactions

Easy to use collaboration platform facilitates policy consensus,
with a clear audit trail

Best in breed capability in data transfer and enhancement

Innovative and flexible technology basis

`
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TradeChain is a cloud-based, ERP agnostic operational transfer pricing solution
Three areas comprise the core functionality: Workflow, calculation and monitoring

Facilitate consensus of intercompany
transactions and policies

Calculate intercompany transactions in
line with policy and inspire invoices

Analyse and Monitor

Negotiation workflow between:
Smart term sheets define
intercompany transaction conditions

Business
Tax & Finance
Policies house calculation rules and
profitability targets for various
transaction types

Collaborative workflow drives
consensus among various
stakeholders

•

Consensus facilitates consistency

•

Dynamic policies accommodates business
changes

•

Robust audit trail

Smart Term Sheet

Legal
Management

Policy

`
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Proprietary software extracts relevant data from all sources, regardless of vendor type
Calculations are performed in real-time and inspire journal entries in source ERPs

Facilitate consensus of intercompany
transactions and policies

Calculate intercompany transactions
in line with policy and inspire invoices

Analyse and Monitor

Financial Data

Data is sourced from structured/
unstructured vendor-agnostic
systems through user friendly
interface

IC Policies

External Data

ERP, CRM, & HFM

P&L is harmonised, user defined
calculation rules allow accurate
implementation of complex
TP policies

•

Replace manual and error prone
spreadsheet calculations

•

Automation enables personnel to focus on
transfer pricing planning and other value add
activities

Credit
ratings

FX

Interest
Rates

Other

Calculation Engine

Invoices are calculated and journal
entries are inspired back into
source systems

Journal entries into source systems
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Central access to TP financial data, TradeChain facilitates fact based decision making
Custom, user defined analytics supported by what-if scenario planning

Facilitate consensus of intercompany
transactions and policies

Calculate intercompany transactions in
line with policy and inspire invoices

Analyse and Monitor

Graphs, heat maps, and
user-specified alerts deliver
insights to indicate out-of-policy
transactions

Drill down capabilities enables root
cause analysis and identifies the
reason for any deviations

•

Real-time analytics facilitate policy
compliance

•

Swift corrective action that has a direct
impact on the financial bottom line, reduces
audit risk, and enhances reputation

What-if scenario planning shows
the impact of any policy change or
potential TP adjustment on the entire
value chain driving fact-based
decision making

`
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Piloting with Deloitte
Together we will develop a solution that is tailored specifically for your operational
transfer pricing needs, and we will provide you a deep discount on implementation fees
Benefits of Piloting TradeChain
You have the unique opportunity to push the boundaries of the possible and take a deep
dive into transforming your transfer pricing process. We will guide you to understand
what works, what doesn’t, and how we can build a solution to address your pain points.
 Be heard Develop and share in a common operational transfer pricing vision
 Be bold Push the boundaries of your organization’s transfer pricing vision
 Be an advocate Enable advocacy for industry standards and norms

Innovate

Lead the market

 Be innovative Be a market leader, set new operational norms
*Pilot clients receive a steep implementation discount*

TAILORED
SOLUTION
FOR YOU

Defining a successful pilot
A successful pilot is built on collaboration, mutual understanding, and trust. Together, we
are looking to develop a world class product by:

 Defining a shared vision for state of the art transfer pricing

Set industry
standards

Discounted
implementation

 Understanding your pain points and addressing them through TradeChain
 Developing a tailored roadmap for your operational transfer pricing
 Identifying advanced analytics and monitoring opportunities
 Identifying improved reports and data packages

TradeChain Demo Shots
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Digital acceleration in tax
Focus areas

© 2018 Deloitte - Laga Belgium

User
experience

Data
gathering

Deliverable
preparation

Knowledge
management

Data
analytics

Process
management

Digital acceleration in tax
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Digital acceleration in tax
Using technology to power our client deliverables

VAT SMART

TP dox – Tradechain

Web-enabled application supporting the
end-to-end VAT/GST compliance process

A global technology platform

allowing flexible upload of multiple data sources
and automated data cleansing.

specifically designed to help multinational businesses
meet increasing demands for consistent transfer pricing
documentation

Value Chain Analysis Tool (VCAT and DGS)

Robotic Process Automation (RPA)

Analytics technology based approach

Automating manual tasks in the tax department

to provide a focused view of the value chain
towards identification of areas of strategic focus

© 2018 Deloitte - Laga Belgium
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Digital acceleration in tax
Using technology to power our client deliverables

Tax chatbots

Digital tax advisor

A software (or hardware) agent that automates a task
normally performed by a human

A web-based platform, for organized and convenient
corporate tax compliance processes

using human language for interactions

covering data gathering, workflow management and an
online storage of data and deliverables.

© 2018 Deloitte - Laga Belgium
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Open innovation at Deloitte
Methodology
Know How
and training

Own
development

© 2018 Deloitte - Laga Belgium

Innovation
culture

Partnerships and
collaborations

Digital acceleration in tax
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For more information, contact:

Charlotte Degadt

Geoffroy Galea

Director

Lawyer

+ 32 2 301 81 88

+ 32 2 800 70 43

cdegadt@deloitte.com

ggalea@laga.be

Jelle Heyvaert
Junior

+ 32 9 393 75 08
jheyvaert@deloitte.com
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How do you feel about robots?
Ambiguity is not uncommon

Study

% of jobs lost in population

Bowles (2014)

54% (50% for Belgium)

McKinsey (2017)

~50% (global)

Frey and Osborn (2013)

47% (USA)

OECD (2016)

9% (OECD countries)

© 2018 Deloitte - Laga Belgium

And keep in mind…
Robots are not subject to social
contributions or payroll taxes.
Robots are often (indirectly)
incentivized by governments.

Taxation in the world of robotics, AI and blockchain
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How do I feel about robots?
Ambiguity is no uncommon
Income taxes as % of government revenue
60
50

In the EU, on average social
contributions accounted for
12,1% of GDP in 2016
European Commission (2018a)

40
30

Sustainability of a budget
financed with less payroll taxes
and social contributions?

20
10
0

1993 1995 1997 1999 2001 2003 2005 2007 2009 2011 2013
Belgium

France

Germany

Time for a “tax shift”?

Sweden

World in Data (2018)
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The case for the “robot tax”
It is already out there

“The BEPS Project launched during the
most severe financial and economic crisis
of our lifetime, with an ambitious goal:
revise the rules to align them to
developments in the world economy, and
ensure that profits are taxed where
economic activities are carried out and
value is created”.

“In the wait of the comprehensive solution,
which may take time to adopt and
implement, Member States face
pressure to act […] it is necessary
for the Commission to act and to propose a
harmonized approach on an interim solution
[…], the “Digital Services Tax” or “DST”.
European Commission (2018b)

OECD (2015)

© 2018 Deloitte - Laga Belgium
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The case for the “robot tax”
How to tax in a world of robots, AI and blockchain

Increase corporate tax rate
Tax notional revenue and notional
social contributions for robots

Removing tax deductions
for automation innovation

Raise payroll taxes in case
there is high robot usage

Tax laying off humans

Introducing a fixed fee
or object tax on robots

Exempt human wages
from social contributions

Subjecting robots’ activities
to value added tax

Corporate SelfEmployment Tax

Tax neutrality
© 2018 Deloitte - Laga Belgium
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Dieusaert
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+ 32 2 301 82 81
andieusaert@deloitte.com
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Our predictions
1

Automation and blockchain have streamlined transaction processing. The majority of
transactions are now touchless. Headcounts plummet. Human capacity unleashed.

2

With operations automated, Finance & Tax doubles down on business insights and service.
Organizational and enterprise boundaries blur.

3

Tax goes real-time. Periodic reporting will no longer drive operations and decisions.

4

The shift to self-service will accelerate. Radically.
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Our predictions
5

New service delivery models emerge for operational finance, business, and tax. Work is
completed by a combination of humans, robots, and algorithms. Companies will rethink
offshore operations.

6

Finance & Tax applications and microservices will challenge the traditional ERP. Big
vendors will be ready.

7

The proliferation of public & private APIs drives data standardization, but it won’t be
enough. Companies will still struggle to clean up their data mess.

The best way to predict the future is to create it.
- Peter Drucker
30

Impact on Tax Technology

Tax technology can be
confusing – whilst tax systems
are getting more and more
sophisticated, there is still no
single off-the-shelf solution
that addresses all elements of
tax.

Instead, there are a multitude
of vendors and systems which
makes planning a cohesive,
integrated solution a complex
and challenging endeavor…

Transformation of the tax function
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Why look at your tax technology?
Tax technology landscape
Tax Dashboards

Source Business Systems
ERP Systems
•SAP HANA
•Oracle, incl. JDE & PeopleSoft
•Microsoft Dynamics NAV
•Digita
•Sage
Consolidation, Business
Intelligence and Enterprise
Performance Management
•Oracle EPM
•Oracle HFM
•SAP EPM
•IBM Cognos
•Longview CPM

Workflow and Status
Reporting
•ONESOURCE Workflow Manager
•IBM Business Process Manager
•K-2 Blackpearl
•CCH Global Integrator

Document Management and
Storage

Tax Data Stores
Entity-Level
•Multiple products
Consolidated
•Deloitte VAT Smart
•Microsoft Navision
•CCH Global Integrator
•Deloitte Conversion Tool (DCT)

•IBM InfoSphere MDM
•SAP Netweaver MDM
•Oracle MDM
•Microsoft SQL Server
•Winshuttle

Collaboration and Project
Management
•SAP Disclosure Management
•Oracle modules
•QlikView
•Tableau

Knowledge Resources
•CCH
•Check Point
•IBFD
•EMC Documentum

Forecasting Solutions

Source Business Systems

Tax Data Stores

Reporting

Key Outputs

TAX DASHBOARD
Workflow, Status, Documents, Analytics

Forecasting

Consolidation
Single entity

Forecasts
Tax risk reports

Provisioning

ERP

Provisions
Transfer pricing

Tax determination

Accounting s/w

Tax return s/w

CbC reporting
TP documentation

Stat account s/w

Excel

Statutory accounts

Enterprise
Other systems

Report writers

Work papers

•Oracle Hyperion Tax Provision
•ONESOURCE Tax Provision
•Longview Tax Prov. and Reporting
•Corptax Provision
•Vertex Tax Accounting
•CCH Global Integrator
•Excel

Direct Tax Return
•ONESOUCE Corporate Tax
•Corptax
•Alphatax
•Datev
•CCH Tax Integrator

Tax Audit and Risk
Management
•Collaboration software
•ONESOURCE Audit Manager
•Sharepoint
•Excel
•Tax Risk and Opportunities Manager
(TROM)

Transfer Pricing
•ONESOURCE Operational TP
•Oracle
•Corptax TP Architect
•PebbleAge Hyperion TP
•Oracle Hyperion Operational TP
•SAP PCM

TP Documentation

Master Data Management

Global Provision

•Corptax
•BNA Corporate Tax Analyser
•E/Source Global Tax Planning
•SAP/Oracle EPM modules

Returns, forms e-filings

Consolidated

Enterprise-Level
•Vertex Enterprise

Master Data Management

•SAP and Oracle EPM
•IDEA
•Anaplan
•Automation Anywhere

•Sharepoint
•Open Text
•HP Content Manager
•CaseWare

Indirect Tax Determination
•ONESOURCE Indirect Tax
Determination
•Vertex Indirect Tax Solutions
•Taxware
•FuelQuest
•Native ERP
•Avalara
•Add-ins/add-ons/boutique solns

Reporting and Analytics
Results

Indirect Tax Return
•ONESOURCE Indirect Tax
•iVAT
•Sales and Use products (US)
•Deloitte VAT Smart/VAT Wizard
•Sovos

Accounts Production
•CaseWare Accounts
•CCH Accounts Production
•IRIS Accounts Production
•ONESOURCE Statutory Reporting
•Sage Accounts Production

•Deloitte Digital Dox
•ONESOURCE Documenter
•CCH Global TP library
•Benchmarking

Transformation of the tax function
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Eight strategic questions to consider

2. WHAT work can be
done by smart
machines and robots?

1. WHAT is your
future digital
tax strategy?

5. HOW does the future of work
change organization design
and behavior?

6. HOW does the future of
work change leadership?

3. WHO can do the work?

4. WHERE can the
work be done?

7. HOW does the future
of work change talent,
career, and learning?

8. HOW do you develop a
workforce experience
for the future workforce?

© 2018 Deloitte Belgium
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